GOLD Online Designer
If you can click... you can sell
I have no doubt
that our sales
are continuing to
increase because
of the ease and
convenience that
Gold delivers.
As a monument
company in it’s
infancy, my
husband and I
have found many
positives with our
subscription to
Gold. Gold gives
our families the
chance to really
have input into
the initial design
right off the bat....
using Gold, we
have eliminated
multiple revisions.

Bryon and Jennifer Muraski
Muraski Monument Co.
Loves Park, IL

2400 Landmark Way
Columbus, Ohio
43219-3658
Phone: 614.471.0660
Fax: 614.473.9957
Toll-Free: 1.888.GRANITS
(472.6487)
mail@tecstonegranite.com

M EM ORIALS
Retailers, Funeral Homes, and Cemeteries
love Love LOVE our Online Designer!

FREE TRIAL
www.tecstonegold.com

The absolute fastest, easiest, most
profitable way to sell monuments!”
One of the best things about Tecstone’s
Gold On-Line Designer is the ease of use.
Whether you’re new to the business or a
long time memorialist, you can log on to our
site and put together a design in just a few
minutes.
If a family member is sitting next to you while
you design, you’re going to look like a pro!
The colors are accurate and the components
are taken from the exact components in our
library.

The magic of the designer is that it allows families
to “see exactly what the stone will look like” which
allows them to make a decision on the spot.

If you can click - you can sell monuments!

TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR USERS
Having come in to the monument business with no prior training, I have found the GOLD Online Designer to be extremely user friendly and I
was able to start designing monuments immediately. My customers have found the monument planning process to be a much more simple and
pleasant experience than they had thought it would be. They enjoy being able to participate in the creation of their memorial. Many times I am
able to show them things they had not considered, such as vases, polished margins, porcelain portraits and different colors of granite, with a
simple click of the mouse, resulting in an upgrade I may not have introduced otherwise. I have no doubt that I have been able to close sales
more quickly because my customers love the GOLD program we use. They love being able to take a color print of their monument home with
them.
~ Cindy Carman | Ron Belding Monuments, Ohio
Cumberland Monuments is a small memorial company where artwork and memorial design is still completed by hand. The Tecstone Gold
Online Designer has been a great tool in working with our customers. It is affordable, easy to use, and is a great way to offer customers a
preview of their memorial prior to purchase. Families appreciate being able to view customized designs with their personal information.
It saves them a trip back in later to see a hand drawn layout, and eliminates one step in our design process allowing for a much faster turn
around time. The Gold Online Designer has become quite an asset to our company.
~ Sabrina DeWitt | Cumberland Monuments, Maryland
Earlier this week we downloaded your Design Tool trial program for our monument company. As we started to get familiar with it, we had
a family walk in that wanted to order a monument. Within minutes we designed the monument the family wanted on your program and they
decided to buy. We were able to price and get an approval from them immediately. The designer was able to give the family and us an exact
idea of how the stone will look. GOLD will be extremely helpful in the future with our monument company and we are glad to have come
across such a useful program.
~ Anthony Perito | Colonial Monument Inc, New York
GOLD Online Designer is without a doubt a great convenience for our families. Whereas it used to take a week to get a rendered proof back
for them, (requiring them to come back to our store) they can now see and make changes, and approve it instantly. It’s speeding up our
closing time significantly – usually the same day!
~ Jacob Phillips | Ashley Valley Monuments, Utah
Literally, since we started using the online designer, our customers have been most impressed with our ability to interactively take part in a
masterpiece being designed right in front of them for their loved one . They can say what they would like to see or change, no longer waiting
days (for a proof) only to find that it’s not really what they like or had visualized. After this the only thing they say is which type of payments
do you accept! Thanks so much for this awesome program.
~ Gina Hankerson | Angelic Monument Co., Inc., Florida
I cannot say enough about the GOLD Online Designer and the companion designer book. Just yesterday a family came in uncertain of what
they wanted. I had them look through the design book and they found a design that fit “their parents” perfectly. However, they wanted their
parents monument to “stand out ” and to not be a common Gray Granite memorial. So, with a click of one button they fell in love with the
beautiful movement of American Black Granite. In a matter of seconds I was able to show the family two completely different monuments
and make the sale!
~ Stephanie | Mitchell Memorials, Pennsylvania
Tecstone’s Gold Online Designer Program is very simple to use. The proofs you make are detailed. Not only can you print, but you can email
the design as well. The families I have shown the program to have had nothing but good to say about it. I feel fortunate to be using Tecstone’s
Gold Online Designer Program.
~ Doug Dobson | Dobson Funeral Home, Kentucky

GOLD Online Designer: A Pro Designer’s Persective
“I discovered the memorial arts in my last year of college where I was pursuing a degree in
fine arts. I interviewed for a production position but was hired as an artist and that was it-- I
found my niche. Over the last 25-30 years I’ve found designing and producing memorials to
be a very rewarding experience. Being able to help a family make a permanent statement
about their loved ones is really quite an honor. With GOLD, Tecstone makes it possible for
you to have that experience, too. “ ~ Betsy
The carvings that make up our library are extensive and we add more every day. Currently,
we’ve got well over 2000 and that grows by at least 100 a month. Some carvings may be
familiar, traditional designs and some are uniquely our own. They run the gamut from beautiful
floral carvings from many decades ago to modern depictions of landscapes, animals and
things we all love.
When adding carvings to GOLD, I try to think of what I would need to have at hand when I
design. For example, a rose might need to fit in a corner or flow across the top of the stone.
It might need to be very small to fit between a date or large enough to sweep across the
expanse of the face of a large monument. It’s not just enough to have a handful of rose
carvings, it’s necessary to have a large collection in many different sizes and configurations.
With GOLD, you’re never at a loss. If you need something custom, you can upload it through
the GOLD program and show your customer how it will appear on the finished stone.

GOLD Online Designer Blog: Tips, Tricks and Inspiration!
The designer comes loaded with
hundreds of finished memorials
and thousands of art components,
but what about the NEW STUFF
YOU don’t know about??
FIND OUT THE LATEST
Tips, Tricks, and Inspirations
www.tecstonegranite.com/gold
EACH MONTH BETSY
• Loads over 100+ art components
• Answers questions about
uploading your own art
• Answers questions about designing
• Gives ideas and inspiration to
make your designs AMAZING!

SUBMITTED GOLD Online Designer Orders - Before & Afters
The experience with submitting to Tecstone and having it delivered the way we wished, has gone very smoothly.

The whole team over there has been very helpful in getting what we and the families want right. Using Tecstone’s
GOLD Online Designer we know everything we show a family is going to be available for sandblasting and that
saves us time. And because you guys are competitively priced as well, it greatly increases your chances of getting
more of our business in the future.
~ Christopher Cocco | Everlasting Memorials & Monuments , Ohio
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